It has previously been shown that the HERMES method ('Hadamard Encoding and Reconstruction of MEGAEdited Spectroscopy') can be used to simultaneously edit pairs of metabolites (such as N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA) and N-acetyl aspartyl glutamate (NAAG), or glutathione and GABA). In this study, HERMES is extended for the simultaneous editing of three overlapping signals, and illustrated for the example of NAA, NAAG and Aspartate (Asp). Density-matrix simulations were performed in order to optimize the HERMES sequence. The method was tested in NAA and Asp phantoms, and applied to the centrum semiovale of the nine healthy control subjects that were scanned at 3 T. Both simulations and phantom experiments showed similar metabolite multiplet patterns with good segregation of all three metabolites. In vivo measurements show consistent relative signal intensities and multiplet patterns with concentrations in agreement with literature values. Simulations indicate co-editing of glutathione, glutamine, and glutamate, but their signals do not significantly overlap with the detected aspartyl resonances. This study demonstrates that a four-step Hadamard-encoded editing scheme can be used to simultaneously edit three otherwise overlapping metabolites, and can measure NAA, NAAG, and Asp in vivo in the brain at 3 T with minimal crosstalk.
Introduction
In vivo 1 H MR spectroscopy (MRS) allows for the detection of endogenous molecules within the brain but suffers from a lack of spectral dispersion. This hampers reliable quantification of low-concentration metabolites, for which specialized techniques such as Jdifference editing are often needed (Chan et al., 2016a; Chan et al., 2016b; Harris et al., 2017) . In J-difference editing, selective manipulation of a spin-system of interest gives a difference spectrum containing only the molecules affected by the editing pulses, after subtraction of stronger overlapping signals. Since editing is used for low concentration metabolites, long acquisitions are needed in order to obtain sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), making the detection of multiple metabolites from multiple brain regions very time consuming. Recently, the concept of simultaneous editing of multiple overlapping resonances was introduced, dubbed 'Hadamard Encoding and Reconstruction of Mega-Edited Spectroscopy' (HERMES) (Chan et al., 2016a; Saleh et al., 2016) . By simultaneously recording data from more than one metabolite, HERMES has the potential to substantially increase the scope of clinical and research studies while maintaining tolerable scan times.
For each metabolite undergoing J-difference editing, half of the averages must be editing-ON and half editing-OFF. Thus, the editing scheme for a single metabolite 1 typically interleaves (ON 1 , OFF 1 , ON 1 , OFF 1 …), and the difference of the ONs and OFFs give the metabolite-1 spectrum. In order to perform a second, independent editing experiment at the same time, the editing scheme for the second metabolite must be orthogonal to this, for example (ON 2 , ON 2 , OFF 2 , OFF 2 ), and the difference between the ONs and OFFs gives the metabolite-2 spectrum. The Hadamard-derived orthogonality of the two editing schemes ensures that no metabolite-1 signal contributes to the metabolite-2 spectrum and vice versa. This two-metabolite HERMES was demonstrated for simultaneously editing N-acetyl aspartate (NAA, a marker for neuronal mitochondrial viability (Chan et al., 2016a) ) and N-acetyl aspartyl glutamate (NAAG, a modulator of glutamatergic neurotransmission (Chan et al., 2016a) ). This method can be extended to edit a third target spin system simultaneously, by choosing an editing scheme that is orthogonal to the first two, such as (ON 3 , OFF 3 , OFF 3 , ON 3 ).
As shown in Fig. 1 , NAA, NAAG and free aspartate (Asp) share the same aspartyl moiety, making it difficult to distinguish between their spectra using conventional localized spectroscopy. However, the α -aspartyl protons of each molecule have substantially different chemical shifts (NAA 4.38 ppm; NAAG 4.61 ppm; Asp 3.89 ppm), so that selective editing pulses can be applied to each of these separately, while their overlapping coupled β -aspartyl resonances are observed at 2.6 ppm. Thus, it should be possible to simultaneously edit NAA, NAAG and Asp using the HERMES method. In this paper, the HERMES sequence was optimized for the simultaneous detection of NAA, NAAG and Asp using density-matrix simulations to explore the echo-time modulation of the aspartyl spin system. Feasibility of this approach was demonstrated in phantoms and in vivo in the human brain at a magnetic field strength of 3 T.
Methods
A four-step HERMES scheme was developed to edit NAA, NAAG, and Asp, consisting of four MEGA-PRESS sub-experiments A, B, C, and D as shown in Fig. 2 with conventional amplitude-modulated sliceselective refocusing pulses (bandwidth 1200 Hz). In the first subacquisition A (ON NAA , ON NAAG , ON Asp ), a broader editing pulse with a rectangular inversion profile was optimized to invert the Asp spins at 3.89 ppm, NAAG spins at 4.61 ppm, and NAA spins at 4.38 ppm. This 20-ms sinc-Gaussian editing pulse was applied at 4.27 ppm (bandwidth 
Simulations
The optimal echo time (TE) to edit NAA and NAAG using HERMES has been previously determined (Chan et al., 2016a) , but the TEdependency of Asp was not considered. Density-matrix simulations for Asp were therefore performed using the MATLAB-based 'FID-A' program (Simpson et al., 2015) . TE was varied from 70 ms to 210 ms, with the 20 ms editing pulses applied at 3.89 ppm (ON) and 10 ppm (OFF). The area of the detected Asp β-aspartyl~2.7 ppm peak was compared with that of NAA and NAAG (up to TE = 260 ms) with and without an estimated in vivo T 2 -weighting, assuming that all three metabolites share similar T 1 and T 2 relaxation times (Harris et al., 2015) . T 2 was assumed to be equal to that of the NAA singlet at 2 ppm (0.277 s).
Non-ideal editing (here termed 'crosstalk'), i.e. the presence of unwanted aspartyl signals in the different Hadamard reconstructions, was quantified (between 2.3 ppm and 3.0 ppm) as the root-mean squared of the unwanted signal expressed as a percentage of the root-mean squared of the intended reconstructed spectrum for the same molecule. In addition, other potentially co-edited metabolites, i.e. those with spins coupled to spins with chemical shifts that occur within the bandwidth of the editing pulses (taurine, tyrosine, the glutamate and cysteine moieties of glutathione (GSH), glutamate, and glutamine), were also simulated with the same HERMES scheme. Chemical shifts and coupling constants were taken from reference (Govindaraju et al., 2000) and simulated spectra were evaluated both with equimolar concentrations and in vivo concentrations taken from the same reference.
Phantom experiments
All experiments were performed on a Philips Achieva 3 T scanner using a body coil (maximum B 1 = 13.5 μT) for transmitting RF pulses and a 32-channel head coil for receive.
MEGA-PRESS measurements were made in a 25 mM Asp phantom and in a 10 mM NAA phantom. Scan parameters were: (3 cm) 3 voxel size;
CHESS water suppression; TR = 2 s; and 64 averages. TE was varied from 70 ms to 210 ms, with the 20 ms sinc-Gaussian editing pulses applied at 3.89 ppm (ON) and 10 ppm (OFF) for Asp; for NAA, the editing pulses were applied at 4.38 ppm (ON) and 10 ppm (OFF). K.L. Chan et al. NeuroImage 155 (2017) 587-593 HERMES experiments were also performed in the same phantoms. All three Hadamard combination spectra were reconstructed for each metabolite to quantify crosstalk. Note that experiments were not performed in an NAAG phantom -none was available due to the high cost of NAAG.
In vivo experiments
HERMES NAA/NAAG/Asp experiments were performed in 9 healthy adults (5 female; age 29 ± 5 years) in a 5×3×3 cm 3 voxel in the right centrum semiovale. Scan parameters were the same as for the phantom experiments, except that VAPOR water suppression (Tkáč et al., 1999) was used and 384 transients acquired. Based on the simulations and phantom experiments, a TE of 150 ms was used for the in vivo scans. Prospective frequency correction for B 0 field drift was performed based on interleaved water-unsuppressed references , which were also acquired for metabolite quantification. The 'Gannet' program ) was used to frequencyand phase-correct individual transients using the signal from the Nacetyl peak (Near et al., 2014) . Hadamard reconstruction of the subacquisitions was then performed according to the bottom panel of Fig. 2 to give separate NAA, NAAG, and Asp spectra.
A non-linear least-squares fitting algorithm (using nlinfit in MATLAB) was implemented to model the in vivo NAA, NAAG, and Asp spectra. For NAA fitting, the model included the simulated NAA lineshape and a linear baseline, with three fitted parameters: NAA amplitude, slope and offset. For NAAG fitting, the model included the simulated NAAG lineshape, a Gaussian to model GSH and a linear baseline, with six fitted parameters: NAAG amplitude, GSH amplitude, offset and width, and baseline slope and offset. For Asp fitting, the model included the simulated Asp lineshape, as well as the NAA and NAAG cross-term lineshapes (with fixed relative amplitudes set by the outcomes of NAA and NAAG modeling), and a linear baseline, i.e. four fitted parameters: Asp amplitude, the crossterm amplitude, and baseline slope and offset.
Scaling factors from the fitting routine indicate the relative concentrations of NAA, NAAG and Asp. The total [NAA+NAAG] concentration can be estimated from the 2 ppm methyl signal and internal water reference, using a Lorentzian model for the N-acetyl (NA) methyl signal and Lorentzian-Gaussian model for water, as implemented in Gannet . Relaxation correction was performed using T 1 /T 2 values for NA/water of: T 1NA = 1.36 s; T 1water = 0.832 s; T 2NA = 0.277 s; T 2water = 0.0792 s. MR-visible water concentration was assumed to be 35750 mM Harris et al., 2015) . Based on the calculated N-acetyl concentration, concentrations of NAA, NAAG and Asp can be inferred Edden et al., 2007) assuming that the aspartyl resonances of all 3 compounds have similar T 1 and T 2 relaxation times. K.L. Chan et al. NeuroImage 155 (2017) 587-593 Results
In both simulations and phantom experiments, Asp shows significant TE-modulation of the observed peak at 2.6 ppm from TE = 70 ms to 210 ms, reaching a maximally negative signal at 140-160 ms, whether or not T 2 relaxation is taken into account, as shown in
Figs. 3a -3c. Simulations and phantom experiments for Asp show good agreement for TEs up to about 170 ms, but start to diverge at longer echo times (Fig. 3a) . In both phantom experiments and simulations, the TE-modulation of Asp deviates significantly from that of NAA and NAAG over the same echo time range (Fig. 3b) . NAA and NAAG simulations show maximal positive signal at TE 130 ms to TE 170 ms with and without an assumed in vivo T 2 relaxation time of 0.277 s. This is also a range in which Asp obtains a maximal negative signal, thus a TE of 150 ms was chosen for HERMES editing of Asp, NAA, and NAAG.
Simulated HERMES NAA/NAAG/Asp sub-spectra are shown in Fig. 4 . NAA and NAAG show the expected positive refocused signal in the ON cases (A and B for NAA, A and C for NAAG) and the expected negative signal in the OFF cases (C and D for NAA, B and D for NAAG). For Asp, however, signals are negative in the ON cases (A and D) and positive in the OFF cases (B and C). Hadamard combinations of these subspectra are shown in Fig. 5 . It can be seen that reconstructed spectra for each metabolite are well segregated with little crosstalk between them (mean RMS 4.5%).
There is good agreement between phantom data (Asp, NAA) and simulations of the HERMES reconstructions of individual metabolites, as shown in Fig. 5 , although the phantom multiplet patterns of NAA more closely agree with simulations than those of Asp. Phantom crosstalk values averaged to 6.3% RMS. Fig. 6a shows the Hadamard-reconstructed NAA, NAAG, and Asp spectra in all 9 subjects. The in vivo multiplet patterns and relative signal intensity of the three metabolites are consistent across all subjects. Representative fits to the data (shown in Fig. 6b ) demonstrate that the simulated model fits the data well for NAA, NAAG and Asp, yielding the following concentrations: NAA 8.03 ± 0.69 mM, and NAAG 2.16 ± 0.34 mM and Asp 0.88 ± 0.17 mM, in good agreement with literature values of about 7.8 mM for NAA, 1.9 mM for NAAG, and 1 -1.4 mM for Asp. (Chan et al., 2016a; Govindaraju et al., 2000; Murdoch et al., 2013; Pouwels and Frahm, 1997) .
Simulations of co-edited metabolites are shown in Fig. 7 . All of the metabolites considered (except taurine) have resonances in the vicinity Fig. 7 . Simulations of co-edited metabolites in each Hadamard combination for the HERMES scheme given in Fig. 2(a) assuming equimolar concentrations and (b) weighted according to in vivo concentration values in literature. Grey denotes the detected β-aspartyl region of Asp, NAA, or NAAG in the reconstructed spectra. The cysteine moiety of glutathione is most predominantly edited in the NAAG spectrum and partially overlaps with the detected region of NAAG. Glutamate, glutamine, and the glutamate moiety of glutathione are co-edited to a greater degree in the Asp Hadamard combination but do not overlap significantly with the detected region.
K.L. Chan et al.
NeuroImage 155 (2017) 587-593 of the detected region of Asp, NAA, and NAAG, however actual resonance overlap is minimal (Fig. 7a) . When in vivo concentrations of co-edited metabolites are considered, this overlap is more significant but still relatively small (Fig. 7b) . Glutamate, glutamine, and the glutamate moiety of GSH (Glx) are co-edited to a greater degree in the Asp Hadamard combination than in either the NAA or NAAG reconstructed spectra. The predicted co-editing of glutamate, glutamine, and the glutamate moiety of GSH between the three Hadamard combinations agrees well with the spectra recorded in vivo (Fig. 6a) ; the signal intensity of these peaks~2.1-2.2 ppm is similar in the NAA and NAAG reconstructed spectra, but is greater in the Asp reconstructed spectra. The cysteine moiety of glutathione at 2.95 ppm is larger in the NAAG Hadamard combination than in the Asp or NAA Hadamard combinations and partially overlaps with the detected region of NAAG. This glutathione peak can also be seen in vivo (Fig. 6a) . Thus, a Gaussian function centered on 2.95 ppm for the GSH-cysteine moiety was included in the fitting of the NAAG spectrum (Fig. 6b) . Tyrosine is co-edited more in the Asp combination but was not included in the fit due to its low concentration and consequently low signal contribution in the resulting Asp combination (Fig. 7b) .
Discussion
Asp is an excitatory amino acid neurotransmitter present at approximately 1 mM concentration which has been previously detected in vivo in the human brain using MR spectroscopy (Govindaraju et al., 2000) .
1 H MRS studies have suggested changes in Asp in various disorders such as Alzheimer's disease, ischemia, and obsessive-compulsive disorder. (Castillo et al., 1996; Klunk et al., 1996; Ljungberg et al., 2016; Menshchikov et al., 2016) , but given its low concentration, and strong overlap with NAA, quantification of Asp by fitting of conventional localized spectra is challenging. Asp, NAA and NAAG form a metabolic pathway with acetylation of Asp leading to the synthesis of NAA and subsequent combination of NAA with glutamate forming NAAG. Considering its role as a neurotransmitter, and close metabolic association to the Krebs cycle and other MRS metabolites, it is perhaps surprising that measurements of Asp using MRS (either conventional, or J-difference editing) have not been more widely explored (Murdoch et al., 2013; Menshchikov et al., 2016) . In this paper, it is shown that a four-step Hadamard-encoded editing scheme is capable of simultaneously editing NAA, NAAG, and Asp with minimal crosstalk. All three metabolites share the same optimal echo time, allowing for HERMES editing with near maximal sensitivity for each. HERMES editing represents a three-fold reduction of scan time compared to sequential editing of each compound individually using MEGA-PRESS. These data also demonstrate that Asp can be edited in vivo and that the HERMES scheme, previously introduced for editing pairs of metabolites, can be extended to simultaneously edit three otherwise overlapping metabolites.
The HERMES scheme proposed has a threefold benefit over consecutive MEGA-PRESS experiments, i.e. one third the total experiment time to match SNR or √3 SNR benefit for the same total experiment time. There is an intermediate possibility -to share the OFF scans between the three MEGA-PRESS scans. Such a shared-off scan could be implemented as an interleaved four-step cycle very similar to HERMES, but with the ALL-ON scan of HERMES replaced by an ALL-OFF. Such a scan would still only use half of the acquired data for each difference spectrum, resulting in √2 lower SNR than the corresponding HERMES scan, which uses all data for each quantified metabolite.
The edited Asp signal is optimally edited in the same TE range as NAA and NAAG (at TE = 150 ms), but with opposite polarity. This unexpected result is likely due to its larger geminal β -β (J 33' ) coupling (−17.43 Hz, compared to the −15.92 Hz and −15.91 Hz of NAA and NAAG respectively), which is not refocused by the editing pulses. The long optimal TE value of 150 ms also has the advantage that longduration, very selective editing pulses can be used to minimize crosstalk in the Hadamard reconstructions of all three metabolites. Although the Asp TE-modulation is in good agreement between simulations and phantom experiments up to about TE~160 ms, the multiplet form diverges significantly at longer TE; the reason for this is unclear, but may either be due to inaccuracies in the spin system parameters used for the simulations, or other factors such as spatially inhomogeneous coupling evolution which was not considered in the simulations Near et al., 2013) .
In this implementation of HERMES, both NAA and NAAG are edited reliably with concentrations and metabolite patterns similar to those found in reference and in phantom experiments and simulations. This suggests that the implementation of the triple-aspartyl HERMES presented here does not bias the metabolite concentration measurements. It is also shown that, despite its low concentration, Asp can be quantified reliably using J-difference editing. HERMES detection of all three metabolites is aided by the highbandwidth editing pulse in experiment A that has a more rectangular inversion profile (compared to the conventional sinc-Gaussian editing pulses) that can fully invert the full frequency range of targeted spins (0.72 ppm) of NAA, NAAG, and Asp. The editing pulses in experiments B, C, and D are also sufficiently selective so that NAA and NAAG are well separated from other edited metabolites. Quantification of Asp with HERMES can be improved upon, however, by reducing the contamination from NAA and NAAG in the Asp Hadamard combination with a fuller optimization of the frequency offsets and durations of the applied editing pulses. It is a limitation that the quantification presented here relies on assumptions about the relaxation behavior of the different aspartyl spin systems. Indeed, HERMES experiments like this, performed with variable TR (and possibly TE) might provide a feasible route to measuring relaxation parameters in vivo.
Comparing the co-editing simulations performed here to those in Chan et al. (2016a) , this implementation of HERMES does not significantly co-edit any additional metabolites. The cysteine moiety of glutathione remains the most significantly co-edited metabolite within the detected NAAG frequency range and was included in the fitting of the spectra. Considering the dissimilarity between the Asp multiplet pattern~2.6 ppm in phantom experiments and in vivo, residual NAA and NAAG were included in the final fit to the Aspartate spectrum which resulted in a good fit of the simulated model to the Asp spectrum.
In conclusion, a four-step HERMES editing scheme has been adapted to edit three metabolites simultaneously. Separable editing of NAA, NAAG, and Asp functions consistently in vivo, in terms of both the metabolites' multiplet patterns and measured concentrations. Compared to sequential MEGA-PRESS acquisitions of the same metabolites, HERMES measurements take one third of the time.
